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Bertha Suarez performs in "Swan Lake" at the
Events Center. See Pacific Runners story on page 4.

The Institute for Science Edu
cation at CSUSB may lose a
$178,000 grant to revise the state
standards for science education
chie to a technical error. Further, a
competing group, whose proposal
had scored lower than the winning
proposal, has come forward to of
fer their services free of charge.
The Associated Scientists re
ceived a cumulative score of 41 %
and the Cal State group received
83%, both out of a possible of
115%. The Associated Scientists,
according to Dr. Bonnie
Brunkhorst, have now set out on a
scurrilous public relations cam
paign to damage the group's repu^
tation and chances for retaining the
grant.
The group has now offered to
revise the standards without cost,
and are promoting themselves as
a much more qualified group than

what their low scores had implied.
They have done this by announc
ing the number of noble laureates
on their panel and contending that
the educators at Cal State seek to
"dumb down" science standards in
education.
"What they are saying is simply
not true; we are not 'dumbing
down' the standards," said
Brunkhorst. "We also have noble
laureates and many scientists in our
group. We want the very highest
of standards in science education,"
she added.
The grant was placed in jeopardy
after a technical error was discov
ered by the state's commission, at
which time the Associated Scienr
tists filed an appeal which is now
being considered by the State De
partment of General Services. "We
have two weeks to re-submit our
proposal, "said Brunkhorst. "And
now the other side has seen it."

- see Grant page 23 -

Forum Fails to Resolve
Pepper Spray Action
By Jeanette Lee
Production Editor
A packed forum, on November
20, failed to reach agreement on
whether police should have pep
per sprayed student Charlie Gomes
for refusing to be detained for reck
less driving.
People were squeezing in
through the doorway and the ten
sion was thick enough to be cut
with a knife.
Imagine a room where everyone
had to have their say. even if me
diator Roger Lintault could not call
on them fast enough.
These were the circumstances
that transpired in the Visual Arts
Building. Students, faculty mem-

bers, and members of the commu
nity gathered for an impromptu
forum about an incident that had
occurred a few days earlier.
The incident had involved the
arrest of a student in art class. The
student was initially told by Park
ing Enforcement to move his ve
hicle from the temporary parking
area located by the Visual Arts
Building. In anger, the student
zoomed off in his vehicle and
Parking Enforcement contacted
the campus police and reported a
reckless driver.
The police officer arrived and
spoke with the Parking Services
officers for the details on the stu
dent who had sped off. The stu- see Forum

page 3 -

Photo by Francos WIBkams

Art student Charlie Gomes was arrested in class after he
was pepper sprayed for resisting arrest.
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Faculty Group Yelps
At Cost Of Statue
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Managing Editor

Pholo by Mahna Berry

Dancing the Dream
By Erica Atidns
Chronicle Staff Writer
Ballet, Hi|i-Hpp, Modern,
Jazz
you want it, they've got it!
On November J 9th, 20th & 21st,
the University Dance Company
showed CSUSB what they were
made of. The show, "Dancin'The
Dream" was filled with many col
orful pieces that w.^ coordinated
by members of the club. Each
piece had its own feel and appealed
to everyone differently.
Though all of tfte pieces were
good, some added ah extra sparkle
to the show. Romeo and Juliet was
definitely for the romantics in the
audience, and it actually brought
tears to some people's eyes. For
the comedians there was Way Off
Broadway, the funny side of a
dance class. Rythmacentric was a
cultural piece that featured African
dance. Kharyshi Wigington cho
reographed Rythmacentric along
with Kaliah Chambers.
Wigington, who has been danc

FactsFiction

ing for 10 years, coordinated two
other pieces as well. When asked
what she tries to accomplish in her
pieces, she said "I strive to give
people a taste of different styles of
dance. I dislike when people isay
they don't like certain types of
dance. I want the people in the
audience to feel something."
The diversity in "Dancin' The
Dream" is what made the show
phenomenal. There were many
different kinds of music, levels of
dancers, add types of dance.
Teamwork is what Mike Hayes
likes about the University Dance
Company. Hayes attended UCLA
and is dancing with the company
during his break from school.
"UDC [University Dance Com
pany] is like a family," explained
Hays. "We build and project to
gether. Instead of having set dance
levels, we work together and that
makes us stronger."
UDC was started by Sarah Bay
in 1990 and has been an official
club for two years. It started with
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eight dancers and now has about
40. TTie advisor, Janys Antonio, is
a dance instructor at Cal State, and
was a co-director of the club until
she took over in the fall of 1996.
Antonio is very pleased with the
stronger acknowledgement UDC
receives from thecommunity. She
likes the diversity among the stu
dents and wants to continue togive
them more technical training.
"Our goal is to give students a
chance to perform and still work
with seasoned choreographers and
teachers," said Antonio.
All levels of dancers are ac
cepted in UDC. The auditions are
in the Coussoulis Arena at the be
ginning of each quarter. UDC
president Leslie Bryan said "we
hope to do more activities off cam
pus, and during Spring Quarter
there will be kids dancing in the
Wednesday performance."
Dancing in the company has
been a rewarding experience for

You can find them in....
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A proposed expenditure of
$65,000 for a bronze statue of coy
otes to be placed at Coyote Drive
has hit a speed bump. The faculty
senate has officially lodged a com
plaint, saying that the funds could
be better spent for students else
where.
The statue is part of an earlier
plan approved by the Transporta
tion Committee during President
Evans' tenure and the cost was set
to be covered by parking fees.
"The parking revenue, which
comes from the parking fees fund,
cannot be used for faculty salaries
or general fund expenditures," said
Physical Planning Director Bill
Shum. "We will, however, present
this project again to the Commit

tee and A.S.I. for consideration and
decision."
There are those who agree with
the faculty senate's view.
"Absolutely, there are better
ways to serve the students. I think
it's absolutely atrocious for our
Business School to have such an
tiquated technology," stated
Margie Stephenson, student and
Cal State employee.
ASI President Ose Amafidon
demonstrated a concern that the
project use in-house designers.
According to Shum, "the Art De
partment Chair, Roger Lintault has
concluded that existing facilities
and expertise on campus would not
be able to fabricate such a work of
art."
Shum sounded almost wistful
when he shared his vision for the

• Furniture
• Antiques
• Collectables

M. T. W. F. S. 10-7pm Th 10-10pm Sun 10-6pm
114 E. State St. • Redlands, CA 92373
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during the academic session by the Department of Communication Studies,
California State University, San Bernardino.
The (Opinions expressed in The Chronicle are those of the student writers and
editors, and do not reflect the views of the university, its administration or
faculty, or any other person or institution unless expressly noted.
The appearance of any advertisement in The Chronicle does not constitute an
endorsement by the newspaper of the goods and services advertised. The
Chronicle reserves the right to reject any advertisement it deems inappropriate.
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Celebrating Native American Day

Pholo by Franc»s Wlkms

Photo by Frances Williams

On Novem
ber 18, the
Native
American
Festival was
held at the
CSUSB Stu
dent Union
Center. The
event fea
tured Earl
Dean Sieto
from UCR's
Native
American
Student Pro
gram, Ben
Hale, top,
ancfDanza
Azteca, bot
tom, mem
bers of the
Equal Spirit
Dancers,
and Pete
Manny
Horse
Mares.

"U-Turn On Route 66"
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Managing Editor
If you were wondering what the
painted signs were al! about in the
windows of the Student Union,
"U-Tum on Route 66," read on.
A year of planning culminated
in the successful Association of
College Union's International
(ACUI) Region 15 Conference
held at the San Bernardino Hilton
and hosted by CSUSB's own Stu
dent Union. Entitled "UTurn on
Route 66," the conference drew
participants from thirty-three cam
puses, including students from
Hawaii and Nevada.
i Helga Scovel, Student Union
Director at Cal State, and confer
ence chair, set the tone for the con
ference for student leaders with her
welcoming words. "We are glad

you decided to join us...to recap
ture that enthusiastic spirit from a
time when anything was possible;
while combining the lessons of
inclusion, the knowledge and tech
nology we now have with the un
bridled energy and innocent com
mitment we knew then."
Students participated in several
educational sessions at the Hilton,
CSUSB, and at University of
Redlands. Cal State also held a fun
run as well as a graphic arts and
model car competition and gave
tours of the Coussoulis Arena and
Robert V. Fullerlon Museum.
Evening festivities for the threeday event included a hilarious
Murder Mystery Dinner Show,
College Bowl, the talented hypno
tist, Chuck Mulligan, and bus tours
to Cal State Fullerton, Loma Linda
University, Cal Poly Pomorta and
Che Ontario Mills mall.

Forum
~ cant, from page 1 ~
dent had parked his car off cam
pus, and was returning by bicycle.
The police officer waited for the
student to return. The student
veered around the police car and
continued onto the university cam
pus. The police officer then pur
sued the student, with lights flash
ing and sirens going.
The student declined to pull
over, swerved to avoid the officer
and continued to his class.
The officer came into the build
ing, and approached the student.
There was a struggle, and the stu
dent was ultimately pepperfrayed and taken into custody.
Police Chief Dennis W. Kraus
vfas invited by Art Department
Chair Lintault to speak. Chief
Kraus explained the events that led
up to the pepper spray episode in
side the art class.
Once people realized that the
meeting was not an open forum
discussion but a dissertation of the
official report, the crowd voiced
their disapproval. They felt that
they were tricked into coming and
that the purpose of the forum was
different than what it turned out to
be. Despite their disappointment.

they remained to see how things
would turn out.
Kraus clarified the facts of the
episode prior to what students and
after the Incident's occurrence that
she did not want to return to school
the next day.
Another audience member
stated that the situation should
have been handled differently.
Chief Kraus acknowledged that
possibility.
Another area of agreement was
that the entire incident could have
been avoided if there were not a
parking problem in the area around
the Visual Arts Building. For all
of the latest technological ad
vances in the Art Building, little
attention has been given to art stu
dents who need to transport and
deliver bulky art projects, e.g. ad
equate parking.
In the end, Kraus seemed agi
tated and audience members un
happy and dissatisfied with the
outcome. No one seemed to feel
that the forum had accomplished
very much One student staled that
the situation was very ugly, and
that something positive should be
done to prevent such occurrences
from ever happening again.

The Chronicle has staff positions open in the
areas of: Managing Editor, Photo Editor, Copy
Editor, and Online Editor. Contact Robin Larsen
'• 880-5818 or e-mail rlarsen@wiley.csusb.edu
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Hall of Fomers

Photo Honlson WOoim

Virginia Robles, Cahuilla Tribe role modely
lefty and Frances WilliamSy Navajo Tribe
role modely righty are inductees for the
Hall of Fame of Native Americans. Will'
iams is an award'winning photograper and
a current CSUSB student.
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Pacific Runners Carries the Cultural Flame
By Lauren Aigoliar
Chronicle Staff Writer
Ballet dancer Bertha Suarez,
who defected from Cuba three
years ago, performed "Swan Lake"
at the opening of the new club Pa
cific Runners' first major campus
event last week, which also fea
tured other dancers from the new
Blankenship Ballet Company of
Redlands, poetry by Larry Kramer
and Juan Delgado, and music by
recording artist Courtney at the
Event Center.
Courtney, the evening's most
prominent musical talent, came on
stage with her four-person band.
Her style was kind of a cross be
tween The Cranberries and Sarah
McLaughlin. Her vocal range was
amazing when she hit the really
high notes with ease. Some of her
repertoire consisted of her own
songs like "Blueberry Special,"
"Still," and "Butterflies," and also
a solo of Joni Mitchell's, "Califor
nia." Courtney's CD goes national
in a few weeks.
Pacific Runners also lined up
talents Larry Kramer and Juan
Delgado of the English Depart
ment to read their work, as did
Hank, Renee Ruis, and more.
Painters such as Jane Setsuko and
Oliver Sutter displayed their work
across the back of the room.
If you haven't heard of Pacific
Runners, it is because they offi
cially became a club only a few
weeks ago. What makes this club
different is that it combines all of
the arts, not just one in a particu
lar area. Jaclyn Garcia, president
of the group and organizer of the
event, hopes to have several more
this year that draw together tal
ented performers and artists from
the Univesity and the rest of the
San Bernardino Valley in celebra-

JBe a Chronicle
Reporter.
I
Call
880-5000
ext. 2492

tions of their work.
"I think it's a good idea because
it combines all the arts in the
school, and there isn't a club like
this on campus," said Pacific Run
ners' secretary Angela Cardinale.
"We just want people to come to
the events and try to build support
for the arts, because right now
there isn't any support for the arts."
A few weeks ago, the Pacific
Runners held their first event at
Smiley's Coffee Shop on Kendall
Avenue, where they hosted poetry
readings, musical talent, and other
art forms.
The evening began a little later

than expected, but what there was
to see and hear made it worthwhile.
At the Event Center, club membere
were busy testing the sound sys
tem, adjusting the lights, and set
ting up displays.
When Bertha Suarez appeared
first on the program, she moved so
smoothly across the floor in her allwhite Swan Lake costume. Suarez
was only the beginning of a sur
prising evening. This was an awe
some event that the Pacific Run
ners put together. Keep an eye out
for their next event. Support the
arts on our campus. Besides, you
may be seeing a future star.

The CSUSB Chapter of

Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society
Announces a

Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Fellowship
We will nominate a student for $7,000
support for first-year graduate or
professional Stltdy
(about one out of every three nominees receives an award)

rsrsjsT
Two $500 Phi Kappa Phi Fellowships
Application deadline February 1,1998
Applications available from Lil Haskell, AD-101
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OETI Revisited
By Jeanette Lee
Production Editor

ees' meeting, the chair, Martha
Fallgatter, said that "the cam
puses must be made fully aware
of the current status of the CETI
initiative."
Currently, CETI looms on the
horizon.
Various members on different
CSU campuses voice their strong
apprehension of the viability of
the proposal. They fear that cor
porate decision-making will in
fringe upon the learning process.
The process continues. For
more information about the cur
rent status of the CETI proposal,
contact Walter Oliver at
woliver@wiley.csusb.edu

CETI to you may not be CETI
to me. CETI is the technology
proposal which encompasses the
provision of computer technol
ogy, software, services, and other
related technology and services
for the entire CSU system.
The CETI proposal comes at
a cost of $300 million dollars. It
is being presently debated as to
who will be footing the bill of
the technological retrofit of the
22 Cal State campuses.
In one recent Board of Trust
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Karnig is Listening and Learning
By Kristen DeCicco
Chronicle Staff Writer
After completing his first quar
terns CSUSB president. Dr. Albert
Karnig "couldn't be happier."
Dr. Anthony Evans ended his
15-year tenure at California State
University, San Bernardino last
summer following the University's
tainted and convoluted presiden
tial search process.
"My first quarter here has been
excellent with the faculty, staff and
students," Karnig said.
Dr. Karnig began the term with
an "open door" policy. While run
ning a university takes a lot of
time, he feels it is very important
to be available for the people and
issues that make the campus what
it is.
Instituted this quarter have been
the regularly scheduled open fo
rums. With the opportunity to^
openly discuss any issues, matters
of concern or simply seek answers
to unrefuted questions, the turnout
has been quite low. With more
than 13,000 students and staff, the
attendance has ranged from 10 to
as many as 20 people. Dr. Karnig
feels the meetings were not large
but were useful: "The information
gained is very valuable. I learn
from the issues and questions
asked also." Karnig he will con
tinue to hold these open forums
once a quarter.
As for his role as president,
Karnig said l^e wanted to listen and
learn about the campus and com
munity before making any drastic
changes. The first quarter has
brought new insights and the for
mulation of long term goals for

Karnig. One of the president's
main areas of concentration is the
full funding of students. Currently,
CSUSB has 1,100 - 1,200 more
students than he was funding for.
While still struggling with the im
plications of all the programs and
the maintenance of facilities, Dr.
Karnig also plans to enforce the
notion that appropriate technology
be made available to all students.
"Upon leaving CSUSB, one
should have the basic familiarity
with the hardware and software of
the areas they plan to venture into."
Long-term goals also include
expanding the campus. From the
rising of new buildings to the im
proving of infi^structure that leads

to the largest university in the In
land Empire, Karnig looks forward
to growth. Fostering the need for
new social science and education
buildings will be addressed in the
near future. The replacement of
these buildings is pending on a
bond referendum that will be voted
on next year. The passing of this
bond will enable it to appear on the
ballot.
Additional goals the president
has set pertain to the Budget Com
mittee and Strategic Planning
Council. Dr. Karnig has asked
these two groups to perform the
following three tasks: The first is
to identify progress indicators such
as retention rates, graduation rates,
placement rates and satisfaction in

varies areas. "Through the devel
opment of millage posts, we can
indicate how well we are doing in
specific areas, " said Karnig.
The second request of the Bud
get Committee and Strategic Plan
ning Council is to identify certain
areas that the university can be
known for. While many college
campuses have an identy that as
sociates it to a specific area or
field. Dr. Karnig feels CSUSB
currently "distinctiveness where
we can excel and build on
strength." He wants to pull to
gether different elements that per
mit more access to others. He
hopes to make them consistent
with community values.
The third and last task the presi
dent asked the groups to perform
was to think about various budget
ing modules that can present clear
and accurate information.
For Karnig the first quarter of
the academic year ends rather qui
etly. One of the only loud issues
is the pepper-spraying incident. A
student was sprayed by campus
police while allegedly resisting co
operation. The president is wait
ing to view the film that was sup
posedly video-taped at the time.
Vice President De Mauro is re
sponsible for handling the infor
mation and producing a report.
The president will then review the
policy and process applied to simi
lar occurrences.
Karnig is still excited about be
ing a part of CSUSB. The Fall
quarter has definitely confirmed
my prior views. It is everybody
that contributes to the charm of the
University."

The 21st Century: Will You Be Successful?
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Managing Editor
Success has different meanings
for different people, but for those
who trust in a solid financial plan,
Roland Ghazal has several words
of advice, enough to hold not one,
but two lectures on the same
evening.
A charismatic speaker, Ghazal
enlightened the Financial Manage
ment Association at Jack Brown

Hall and the
American
College of
Healthcare
Executives at
the Student
Union.
Ghazal had
many jewels of advice for the rapt
students and community members.
"There are many educational der
elicts who go nowhere, earn little,
and are unhappy the rest of their
lives. Ask yourself, who will help

you?" He believes strongly in the
following:
Increase the value of your work.
Find where to invest your lime to
increase cash flow. What can you
sacrifice for long term rewards?
Do you have the cornerstone of
your financial insurance—savings
plan, emergency plan, and invest
ment? How can you increase earn
ing ability? Who should you serve
and help?

~ see Successful page 20 -
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What do you think about what happened In the Visual Arts
Building?
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Managing Editor

Recently a stu
dent was pepper
sprayed by a cam- .
pus police ojficer
while in his art
class. He was ar
rested for avoiding
police.

Michelle Trayajm
Senior

Campus Police are actual
I know Charlie, I don't
think that so much force was

officers of law. But he
mishandled it & overreacted.

necessary. They both were at

If there are 20 or 30 witnesses

fault.

who say so, evidently there's
something there.

spring break fever

THINK,

next year s passes ;
for this year's priceS jj
rates increase Jan I

London

Paris

Derwin Mack
Senior, Foods & Nutrition

\

Kimberly Kendrick

Betsy Oliver
Senior, Sociology

Senior, History

"Rumors don't tell facts."

I've heard 32 versions of what

Without knowing if it hap
pened the way I'm hearing,

happened, so I don't know
what really happened. Police

the policeman was wrong.

are here to protect and enforce

However, if the boy was

laws. As students, we should

fighting him, well... I can't

respect that.

make a judgement.
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Old Town Never Gets Old
By Ryan Albert
special to ftie Chronicle

When you don't think you
can take studying and the atmo
sphere of college life any more,
there is relief for you less than
two hours to the south. Located
just north of downtown San
Diego, Old Town is somewhere
any visitor to the area should
visit. It features authentic.
Mexican food and stores and
recounts the early history in San
Diego.
In Old Town's 30 square
blocks there is an abundance of
Mexican restaurants ranging in
prices and atmospheres. Casa
de Pico stands out above all
else, sitting in a courtyard sur
rounded by an old Spanish
house. Pinatas and brightly
colored umbrellas highlight the
courtyard's historic aura. The
Old Toxn Mex Cafe is the place

to go if you're a college stu
dent over 21. They claim to
have the best margariias in this
noisy and crowded restaurant
which leaves dinner time at
commons in the dust.
The stores each have their
own unique gifts and souvenirs
that are fun to look in every
time you visit. Always take at
least a few dollars, because you
will most certainly find some
thing to your liking, whether it
be candy, a book, or just a
knick-knack that looks neat.
History in Old Town is very
present. There are currently
excavations going on there that
are accessible to the public. An
old adobe house and an old
school house can be toured for
a few dollars per person, show
ing the normal lifestyle in the
1800's.
One other hot spot in Old

~ see Old Town page 10 ~

A Designing Woman
By Alicia Johnson
Chronicle Staff Writer
The unmistakable-aroma of
pizza hung in the air as I sat in her
office/studio. Hundreds of books,
papers, and pictures were sprawled
about her office. The room em
bodied more than 20 years of
knowledge and inspirations for
over 200 set designs in theater.
Margret Ann Perry, associate
professor of Theater Arts for ten
years, is directing "Learned La
dies" by Moliere for the Winter
Quarter. By the time the play
opens on February 28, more than
six months of careful planning will
have gone into the production of
this play.
Although she is directing this
time. Perry does4t all, from light
ing, to costume design, to set de
sign.
"Whichever one I have not done
for a while is my favorite," she
says with a chuckle. She has done
set and costume design for
children's theater, acted as a con
sultant and artist in residence fcn-

Do You Ever Wonder Where Poems Begin?
By Doris Bravo
Chronicle Staff Writer
Poetry? Ha! What's that? Re
member those years in grade
school where everything was
mostly "Roses are red..."? Do you
know where poems begin?
The Department of Theatre Arts
and the Intellectual Life and Visit
ing Scholars Program had a guest
speaker on Wednesday, November
12 in the Creative Arts Building
Theater. Originally invited by the
late Patrick Watkins, Acting Chair
Kathryn Ervin introduced Juan
Felipe Herrera, who is a published
writer and poet.
There he was. Herrera was
slightly off to the side on the stage
reading off a list. Was this part of
the poetry reading? Then, Herrera

explained that this was the first
step ofgetting anything done. Get
it on paper! Hmmm...makes sense.
Writing starts with an idea, but
ideas need to be put on paper.
In one of his books, "Night Train
To Tuxtia," Herrera wrote about
hisTiaAureliafAwn/Aurelia), who
was a great influence in his life.
Tia Aurelia was tough and rigid
compared to his mom, who was
open and friendly. It was not until
after Herrera finished his reading
that he told us the title of the poem,
"Sea During Spring Time." Odd,
but this was a creative way to fo
cus the attention to the poem and
not just the title.
The performance continued and
the audience fell deeper under his
spell. Everyone laughed and
seemed to be touched by Herrera's

charm and wit. It felt like he was
talking to each member of the au
dience personally. "How does he
do that?" everyone wondered.
Herrera gave some more tips
about writing. One example was
to write about what you know be
ginning with your own life expe
riences. His own experiences in
cluded such things as involvement
with political movements, identity
search, first grade, joining the
choir, and going out on a limb.
Your story can include all of these
and more. For further reading of
Herrera's beautiful stories, prose,
and poems read:
"Mayan Drifter"
"Face Games"
"Night Train To Tuxtia"
"Calling The Doves"

Ready or Not, Here It Comes
By Cher! Dixon
Executive Editor

Although we've been warned,
most of us still are not prepared for
El Nino.
The El Nino conditions we can
various. organizations, and de
expect are—-weather disruptions
signed sets for mobile acting
on a global scale. Here in Califor
troupes.
nia most people have heard of El
As a result, she has developed
Nino and know that it's caused by
an impressive portfolio of accom
winds blowing and warming the
plishments and theater contacts
central and eastern equatorial Pa
from all over the world. Working
cific Oceai^ which then results in
well within an intricately laced
significant weather changes
network of people is an integral
throughout the world, such as
part of the business.
droughts and floods.
"^Theater is the most practical'
Not all the resulting changes are
thing in the world," said Perry.
bad. The warm waters have
You have "deadlines, collabora
brought tunas and marlin much
tion, working together to solve
farther north this year, for unusu
problems with other people."
ally great fishing on the Califor
But, that is not the reason she
nia, Oregon, and Washington
loves the business. "I love solv
coasts.
ing the puzzles each play presents
But, there's a down side to ev
. . . it's fun, never boring." To
erything, and the same warm
Perry, the theater is a multi-faceted
winds that have brought the tuna
profession. It presents new chal
are brewing up the ugly side of
lenges with every production and
weather—such as heavy rains and
new problems with different cast
floods in some parts of the world,
members, but clearly it is what
and heavy drou^ts and bushfires
COIOTS her life.
in other places. As an indirect re
Professor Margret Perry will
sult of El Nino forces, over a hun
be teaching TA-331 Theater Man
dred bushfires are raging in Aus
agement and TA-337 Costume
tralia this week.
Design in the Winter Quarter.

The seriousness of these weather fore the flood happens.
Homeowners should further
shifts should prompt us to get
ready for El Nino ourselves. Ih protect their property by keeping
San Bernardino county, we are in maintenance items up to date. This
some danger of both fires and includes: fixing leaky roofs, mak
flooding. In the past, fires in the ing windows watertight, and plant
ing shrubbery or ground cover on
mountainous areas have stripped
protective undergrowth away from barren, hilly areas which are near
steep hillsides, and left some ar the house. Do all of this before
eas prone to mudslides duving the rainy season.
Families should have an emer
heavy rainfall.
To assist citizens in "battening gency plan together including: an
down the hatches," the City of San evacuation plan, a designated
Bernardino has prepared "El Nino -meeting place, and a list of emer
1997: A Guide to Business and gency contacts, as well as a kit of
Home Protection Methods." This disaster supplies including food
leaflet advises people to be pre and first aid supplies. An indi
vidual should also keep bottled
pared for a possible flood.
drinking water, a flashlight, and a
First of'all, find out if you live
in a flood plain area. If you do, portable radio on hand.
If severe flooding occurs .and
plan to protect your property by
getting emergency supplies ahead you are asked to leave your home,
of time. San Bernardino city resi remember to turn off all of your
dents can get up to 20 free sand utilities, including water, at the
main valve. But don't wait too
bags from the city. The bags and
the sand are provided separately, long to^move to a safe place.* You
though, so you must bring your should not try . to walk through
flooded areas that are more than
own shovel along to fill the bags.
Another important way to mini knee deep. If your car stalls in a
mize flood damage is by making flooded area, abandon it and seek
sure you have insurance protec higher ground.
On Sunday, December 14, from
tion. Flood coverage is not an au
tomatic part of your insurance 9:00 a.m. to 1lOO p.m. the National
policy, though, so a homeowner or Orange Show Events Center is
renter must sign up for it. This hosting an El Nino Preparedness
must be done at least 30 days be Day. Are you ready....or not?
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Small School—Big Voice
By Ben Hernandez
Special to the Chronicle
In our world, there is a neverending struggle between big ver
sus small. It is a confrontation that
has been ongoing since the days
of David and Goliath.
The Filipino club of Cal State
San Bernardino, otherwise known
as CYPA (Coalition of Young
Philipino Americans), is aiming to
show that size doesn't account for
success.
CYPA made its presence known
at CSU Fullerton's 1997 Friend
ship Games. This event is sched
uled once a year and brings to

Tuskeegee Airmen: Forgotten Heroes
By Alicia Johnson
Chronicle Staff Writer
'Today, racism is the only way
to describe the obstacles the
Tuskeegee Airmen had to over
come,ljut it was a matter of course
then," said Theodore G. Lumkin,
a 77-year-old second lieutenant of
the 100th Squadron of the 332nd
fighting group during World War
II. Ignored, mistreated, segre
gated, but extraordinary; the
Tuskeegee Airmen have been the
forgotten heros of World War II.
The noble and outstanding ac
complishments of the members of
the 332nd fighting group from
World War II have not been sur
passed by any fighting group from
that time to this. They are the only
fighting group to have never lost a
plane during bomber escort and the
only fighting group to destroy 103
enemy aircraft and equipment ves
sels in more than 1,000 combat
missions. The 332nd received
more than 100 Distinguished Fly
ing Crosses and three Distin
guished Unit Citations and was a
catalyst in the racial desegregation
of the military. It look three years
after the bombing on Pearl Harbor
before the Air Force was able to
produce African-American sol
diers to fight in WW II.
Lumkin now lives comfortably
in a quaint two story home in
Crenshaw. In his younger days he

was an intelligence officer in the
100th squadron from the 332nd
fighting group that went to
Ramitelli, Italy in 1943. Sitting in
his family room rocking chair,
Lumkin reminisced about how. he
mapped flying operations in the
Mediterranean theater.
Drafted in 1942, Lumkin was
one of three men sent from the Los
Angeles area to Tuskeegee, Ala
bama to participate in the
'Tuskeegee Experiment." These
were African-American soldiers
selected to be trained as Air Force
pilots and they fought in Italy from
1943 to 1944.
They arrived in Alabama during
the height of construction of the ait
base for boot camp. From there,
Lumkin was sent to Miami, Florida
for Officer Candidate School,
where he was one of only 14 blacks
out of 5,000 students. Although
the classes were not segregated,
sleeping quarters and social gath
erings were.
Lumkin graduated a second lieu
tenant after 90 days of training. He
then returned to the air base in
Tuskeegee Alabama. The training
continued and he was soon as
signed to the 100th squadron, that
numbered upwards of 3,000 en
listed soldiers, and traveled to Self
ish Fields Air Base in Michigan.
During the three months in Michi
gan, Lumkin was selected to com
plete six weeks of Intelligence
Officer training at the Air Force Air

Intelligence School in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. There, students
were instructed on all the capabili
ties and limitations of the fighting
and bombing air craft of the United
States Air Force, the allied pow
ers, and the enemy.
From Michigan the 100th trav
eled to Hampton Rhodes, Virginia,
to await deportation to the Medi
terranean theater. The l(X)th was
now joined by the 301st and 302nd
squadrons, to travel in a convoy of
Liberty Ships from Virginia to
Italy. They would meet the 99th
in Italy.
"It was the most traumatic and
harrowing experience of my life,"
Lumkin recalled. Constantly re
minded of their mortality, the 300
to 400 members of each ship
crammed into sardine-like living
quarters in the Liberty Ships and
endured the continuous attack
from the German Submarine depth
charges that bombarded the fleet
throughout the 30-day voyage.
Landing in Italy in late 1943, the
squadrons lived on sea rations un
til moved to the U.S. Air Base at
Ramitelli, Italy.
The pilots fought with three poor
quality planes before they were
able to use Pursuit-5I aircraft
which were the most competitive
and efficient planes in the war. The
four squadrons worked until late
1943 in Italy before returning to
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Tuskee^ee Ainnan Theodore G. Lumkin

gether the Filipino clubs of differ
ent campuses from various parts
of the country. After a strong de
but appearance in 1995, CYPA
came off a no show in 1996 to re
turn once again in 1997 when
speculation showed that the club
was dying.
CSU San Bernardino's CYPA is
also planning the campus's first
ever PCN (Philipino Cultural
Night). This is a one night event
that is usually composed of a skit
coupled with a wide array of dance
performances to promote Filipino
cultural awareness. For CYPA. it
will be a challenge because it

Dr. Laura Uyen Nguyen
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~ conf. from previous page doesn't have the advantage of large
membership participation that big
ger campuses have. The club will
have to utilize its own as well as
other available resources to de
velop a successful PCN.
Another first is that CSU San
Bernardino will be the host of an
SCPASA (Southern California
Philipino American Student Asso
ciation) meeting. This draws to
gether representatives from certain
schools to update people on what
other Filipino clubs are doing and
to discuss other various topics
within the Filipino society.
With these activities as well as
others within its own community,
CYPA is working to make an im

pact on its school and to catch the
eye of bigger campuses. CYPA is
hoping to pose as an example to
other, smaller schools that campus
size doesn't automatically mean
club success. As long as a club
aims to compete rather than be
obsolete, size would be an unnec
essary factor.
In this world, people often hear
the saying "bigger is better."
CYPA tends to think otherwise and
that it's more of what you make of
a situation and how disadvantages
like size can turn in your favor.
Besides, it doesn't take a boat ride
at Disneyland with a bunch of
singing puppets to remind you that
it is indeed a small world after all.

1997McNair Scholar Collins Osaizede

Calling All Graduating Schoiars
LaKeisha Gilford
Special to the Chronicie

SOME PEOPLE CALL YOUR NEED
EOR STIMULATION OVER THE TOR
WE CALL IT YOUR TICKET TO THE TOP.
Imagine developing all your talents - while doing the same
for a multi-biUion dollar business. Or having the autonomy
to use your head to make top-level decisions, while impact
ing bottom-line profitability. Where do you go to have it all?
Enterprise Rent-A-Car has entry-level Management Trainee
opportunities that ^ve you the freedom to make critical deci
sions. Join us and have hands-on involvement in every aspect
of business development - from sales and marketing to
administration and staff development. This growth opportu
nity ofiers a competitive compensation and benefits package.
A college degree is preferred.

Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
For immediate coitsideration, contact:
Jamie Catchpole
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
5462 Holt Boulevard
Montclair, CA 91763
Phone: (909) 482-4800
Fax: (909) 482-4810
E-mail: jcatchpole@eTac.com

Visit our Web site at: www.erac.com

[Enterprise
We are >.n equal opfwnuniiy employer.

Are you interested in pursuing
a Doctoral Degree? The McNair
Scholars program may be able to
help. Applications are currently
available in the Administration
Building, room 143 for 1998
scholars. If you are a junior or a
senior, will not receive a degree
before August 1998, and have a
grade point average of 3.0 or bet
ter, come and get your application.
The priority deadline to turn in
yourapplicstion is Friday, January
16, 1998. Students who meet the
eligibility criteria will be inter
viewed during the last week of
January. The announcement of the
1998 scholars will be made midFebruary.
Once admitted to the program,
scholars participate in bi-weekly
seminars focusing on topics related
to selecting, applying to, and fi
nancing graduate school. In the

Spring Quarter, students begin
their research projects in an inde
pendent study course with their
faculty mentor. Every Saturday iq
April, GRE preparation courses
are available to the scholars free
of charge.
The summer program begins on
June 22,1998, and ends on August
1,1998. Room and board will be
provided for those students who
need it. It is preferred that schol
ars do not work during the dura
tion of the program. For this rea
son, a $2400 stipend is provided.
But don't be influenced by the
money, there are far easier ways
to earn $2400. The summer pro
gram is very challenging and re
quires a great deal of commitment.
Faculty mentors also receive a sti
pend in the amount of $900 for the
summer.
This program is an excellent
way for students to prepare for
graduate school. Under the guid
ance of Pamela Merchant, the Di
rector, several students from the

program arc currently pursuing
their doctorate degrees.
Collins Osagiede, a current
scholar, says, "Next to spiritual
fulfillment through a personal re
lationship with God, the best gift
you can offer yourself is a doctor
ate level education. McNair will
definitely help make it a reality."
Celeste Atkins describes how
the program has benefitted her
through "support, support, and
more support. McNair has opened
doors to new worlds of opportuni
ties and given me information
about graduate schools and fellow
ships and summer research that I
otherwise would have never
known about. The most important
part was the fellowship with the
students and the personal support
and encouragement of the staff and
especially my mentor. Dr.
Texeria."
Don't miss this opportunity. If
you meet the criteria, pick up an
application and apply today. For
more information call 880-7344.
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Young American's
Federation and Flyer Graffiti
We are writing to address the
misinformation and bias in the
Coyote Chronicle's article, "Flyer
Graffiti Strikes Again." It is ap
parent that Chronicle Staff Writer
Lauren Algallar has no clue about
the content of the flyer in question.
This article uses such terms as:
vandalism, graffiti, culprits, and
violators to describe the actions of
YAF. If Algallar took the time to
actually view the flyer, she would
notice that our flyer is a photocopy
of another PSA flyer with our own
information added onto it.
The Chronicle and several other
college officials label our action as
vandalism. We feel that it is far
from the truth. If YAF did vandal
ize the PSA flyers, we would have
had to write on each one, which
was simply not the case. To prove
our devotion to the concept of free
dom of spieech, we left up all the
PSA's flyers and put our own right
next to it to show the contrast be
tween the two. Young Americans
for Freedom does not believe in the
censorship of alternate opinions. If

we do not agree with an organiza
tions' beliefs, we don't tear down
their flyers or whine to college
administrators.
The main reason YAF altered the
PSA flyer was the fact that it con
tained a picture of Communist
Manifesto co-author, Karl Marx.
Marx's communist doctrine laid
the foundation for communist re
publics such as the former USSR,
Cuba, North Korea, and China.
The fact that people in these repub
lics have suffered death and op
pression at the hands of heartless
dictators forced YAF to make and
distribute the flyer to show the hid
den meaning behind the PSA's
flyer. We feel outraged that a
group that is supposed to be Pro
gressive (meaning liberal) would
stoop so low as to put a picture of
Karl Marx, a communist, on their
flyer. We have enclosed a copy of
the flyer so that you see how wrong
you are.
It has also been rumored that
YAF members are being subjected
to expulsion from CSUSB by cer-

tain faculty members. Vandalism
is said to be the main charge for
expulsion. YAF feels that this is
an attack on our civil right of free
dom of speech. It seems as though
CSUSB does not believe in fair
ness, diversity, and the right of an
organization to promote their
ideas. We feel as though we are
being chastised for having conser
vative beliefs, which is wrong con
sidering all of the leftist programs
and clubs who do the same thing.
YAF also would like to address
Shannon Hammock's witty quote.
Hammock, if you believe so
strongly in communism, then stand
up, get off your knees, and stop
hiding behind the name "Progres
sive." Be proud to be a commie!
Somebody's got to. Famed con
servative columnist, George Will,
once said, "The American college
campus is an isle of repression in
a sea of freedom." At CSUSB, this
is so.
Signed,
Young Americans For Freedom

Notice From
the Editors
By Paulie Kimball
Chronicle Staff Writer
Rick Sikes has been there
faithfully each day for the past
four years, tiie fijll length of his
contract. December 10th will
be Rick's last day.
Management of the copy
shop was put up for bid by the
University's Administration
and the ICON company won.
We all know Rick by his
smiling face and helpfulness.
"My goal over the past four
years has been to serve the stu
dents and faculty here at
CSUSB. I wanted to meet
everyone's needs, keep prices
.down and make a little money,"
said Sikes. "We have built our
business with friendly service
and went out of our way to help
people. It has been lots of fun
working with everyone. 1 will

sure miss being here."
When asked what he will do
now, Sikes stated that he would
continue to serve the custom
publishing needs for the pro
fessors here at CSUSB and at
other colleges in the area. Hie
definiicly plans to remain
busy.
For those of us who have
been served by Rick, he will
be soreTy missed. His enthu
siasm and good cheer have
been contagious.

The Chronicle
staff votes Sikes
as the "Nicest
Personality on
Campus."
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Faculty Award
By Doris Bravo
Chronicle Staff Writer

Any faculty member employed
by California State University,vSan
Bernardino involved in the aca
demic advising of students may be
nominated for the Outstanding
Advisor Award. This was the sec
ond year the Award has been be
stowed.
A university committee coordi
nated by the Office of Undergradu
ate Studies was put together as the
Selection Committee. The Selec
tion Committeeevaluated nomina
tions on the evidence of effective
advising qualities and practices
such as the demonstration of a car
ing attitude toward advisees, effec
tive interpersonal skills, and avail
ability to advises. Nominations
were submitted by students, fac
ulty, administrators, and staff.
Nominated this year were Dr.
Dennis Pederson (Chemistry De
partment), Dr. Richard Fehn (Bi
ology Department), Dr. Patricia

Old Town

_

Little (Sociology Department), and
Dr. Mo Vaziri (Accounting and
Finance Department).
On November 11, a reception
was held in the Creative Arts Pa
tio for the award ceremony. Last
year Dr. Mary Kornguth in the
Nursing Department received the
award. This year Dr. Pederson
from the Chemistry Department
was honored with the Outstanding
Advisor award.
With this award, Pederson re
ceived $500 in travel funds for
school, a specially designated
parking spot on campus, and a rec
ognition plaque. In addition, his
name was forwarded to the Na
tional Academic Advisors Associa
tion (NACADA) to serve as Cal
State San Bernardino's nominee
for national recognition.
If you think your advisor should
be next year's "Outstanding Advi
sor," the process for nominating
the 1997-98 Outstanding Faculty
Advisor begins April 1, 1998.
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Town is the Whaley House, which is said to be haunted. Tourists have
told of strange happenings when exploring the house. In the mid 1800's
the daughter of the family died in the house, and her spirit is said to still
be roaming in the house. The house also features artifacts ranging from
hundreds to thousands of years old. The price of admission is well
worth it. A mission built by Catholic missionaries sits atop Old Town
where on a clear day you can see for miles.
So, if you get the craving for Mexican food, get on the 215 freeway
and head south. People of all ages will enjo^; themselves exploring Old
Town, arid it deserves at least one visit from everyone.

What is "altered" to you is
"vandalism" to others. Can't
YAF create their own flyers?
Does anyone have the right to
photocopy flyers and change
them and call it an exercise in
the freedom of speech? To
paraphrase your own words, it
seems as though it is YAF that
does not believe in fairness, di
versity, and the right of an or
ganization to promote their
ideas. You need to discuss your
issues with someone like Pro
fessor Jeremy Ball, Philosophy
Department. It is unfortunate
that the members of the YAF or
ganization chose not to sign
'some rastricfions apply
their letter. Normally the policy
of the Chronicle is that we do
ainginihisad
BffM
2RxJs3%)as
not print a letter without at least
forlstmonlhfiEeiEtit
Raaqued^all Court
a first name from someone
whose existence has been con
APARTMENTS
firmed. However, we do sup
1265 Kendall Dri^ •
Bernardino • (909) 881-5338
port your right to share your
Come to Coyote's Men's Basketbal to play Shoot to Ski
views, regardless if we agree
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Response to "Fraudulent Senioritis Slump
Educational Testing
99

By Raymond Novorro, Jr.
Special to the Chronicle
In response to the (Geoffrey
Hill, 11/20/97) letter to the
Chronicle,"Fraudulent Educa
tional Testing and Police Abuse at
CSUSB," I must first make sure
my corporate bosses approve what
I have to say. You know, they con
trol my mind.
As the supervisor of the
"screaming, desperate banshees"
and "henchwomen," I must be the
sadistic task master in charge us
ing gestapo training techniques in
making sure peace-loving, com
passionate, honest, free-thinking
citizens such as you are converted
(with force, if necessary) to follow
our "massive, complicitous system
of indignity."

CSUSB's Director of Advising, Aca
demic Services & Testing fights bock.
Come on, brother, get into real
life! Use your knowledge to help
redirect the system towards one

Come on, brother, get
into real life!... You
attempted to steal the
CBEST exam.
that is less intrusive of our human
abilities and potentials. It takes
people with knowledge and expe
rience to help guide it in the right
direction. Instead, you have taken
the easy route of resorting to steal
ing tests, dehumanizing name call

ing, accusations of physical abuse,
and blaming every wrong in your
life on others.
Take responsibility for your ac
tions. You attempted to steal the
CBEST exam. As a thief, you es
tablished your path. Whether you
were, verbally harassed, denied
your civil rights or terrorized by
the University police, I cannot say.
Perhaps the lawyers, courts, ad
ministrators or whoever is going
to follow-up on this incident, will
provide some answers.
I understand when you ex
pressed how today's standardized
tests are culturally, racially and lin-

~ see Response page 13 -
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by Doris Bravo
Chronicle Staff Writer

Senioritis = A student-related
disorder marked by excessive
absence in class, low motiva
tion, loss of direction, and/or
major-hopping.
Does this describe you? Is
this your third or even fourth
time changing majors and
you're still unsure what to do
with your life? You may have
the senioritis and not realize it.
Senioritis may creep up from
behind. You may have had a
taste of senioritis in your senior
year of high school, but it's
much more serious now that
you are in college.
The ideal goal has always
been to graduate in four years.
For myself, pressure from par
ents has been the major reason
for me to go into the medical
field. There is a stereotype that
asian/pacific islander parents
pressure their children to be a
doctor, lawyer, etc. This may
not be the case for all, but it is
my story. I understand that my
parents wanted the best for me,
but they were not really look
ing at my own talents and de
sires. This is not an attempt to
blame my parents, but to com
prehend the factors that may
have influenced me.
College is not for everybody,
but I was told I had to go to
college. Being only 16, I did
not know much and just wanted
to get out of my house. There I
was, a freshman at college.
That was when student shock
set it. As an "undeclared" stu
dent, I dabbled in chemistry and
biology since that was the doc
tor route. But my problems re
ally started in the middle of my
sophomore year.
By then I was a biochemis
try major. I couldn't handle liv
ing alone, paying bills, having
one or two jobs, no family sup
port, and worst of all having no
direction. Who do I want to be?
I fooled myself through the rest
of the year by telling myself
that I just needed to graduate
and get a paying job.
By my third year, my grades
were slipping and I just felt stu
pid. I tried everything—spoke

to friends, counselors at school,
my faculty advisor, even my
parents. I seemed to be getting
nowhere. Ilet that year slip by
with more and more problems
accumulating. I thought about
changing majors last spring
quarter. Swamped with catch
ing up with classes and deal
ing with a very unhealthy rela
tionship, I found myself
backed up in a corner.
This is now my senior year.
I am a biochemistry/business/
communication/etc. major.
Sound familiar? Yes! I am
dealing with senioritis. My
peers from high school are
graduating at the end of the
school year, and yet here I am
lost in a sea of majors. At first,
I just thought I was dumb; I
wondered, "What happened to
me!" Then I realized it didn't
happen because of stupidity on
my part.
This is a true story. Students,
do not think you are stupid if it
happens to you. Some students
try to resolve senioritis and stu
dent shock by lessening their
school load. Others work less
hours and concentrate on
school. For those who have to
work for means of survival,
some students try to find a job
that may be more flexible or
closer to school. Ther6 are
many jobs available on cam
pus. Visit the Career Center on
the third floor of University
Hall to find out about the
posted openings.
In addition, I am now active
with clubs to keep myself on
campus. This helps me inter
act with other students and ex
perience college life to the full
est. I am still dealing with
senioritis, but I am taking more
responsibility for my actions
and staying aware of where I
am in relation to my studies.
Even if I find myself gradu
ating as a "super" senior or if I
become a member of the class
of '99 or 2000, I will allow
myself the benefit of the doubt
that I have done my best. Also,
I will not compare myself to
others any more. As my
friends would say, "You are the
only Doris Bravo; do v/hat is
best for Doris."

Calendar
December 4 through December 13

Canned Food Drive
through the
12th of December,
Donate can goods at various
food-drop locations on
campus.
Thursday, 4
LADY BEWARE CLASS
9 A.M.
LOWER COMMONS
X. 3362

LOAN COUNSEUNG WORKSHOP
1 0 - 1 1 A.M.
STUDENT UNION E\^NTS CENTER B & C

STRESS HEALTH COUNSEUNG
10 A.M. - 12 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE & ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL
1 - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

FRIENDS OF BILL W.
2 - 3 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &" ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

MEN'S ISSUES SUPPORT GROUP
3 -4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

ALCOHOUCS ANONYMOUS
5-6:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

TALENT SHOW
7-9P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER B & C

CSUSB MEN'S BASKETBALL

SURVIVORS' GROUP

POETRY IN MOTION

SURVIVORS' GROUP

9 - 10 A.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

7 -8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

9 - 1 0 A.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

CHOCOLATE FEST
9 A.M. -6 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE & ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

COMPUTER BASICS OPEN FORUM
10 A.M. - 12 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE & ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

CSUSB SYMPHONIC BAND
WITH: DR. ROB DUNHM<I
8:15 P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL
X. 5859

Saturday, 6
CSUSB MEN'S BASKETBALL
V. COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME
7 P.M.
COUSSOUUS ARENA
X. 5012

Sunday, 7
"HOLIDAY MUSIC WITH BRASS"
WITH: DR. TAMARA HARSH
4 P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL
X. 5859

Monday, 8
FINALS BEGIN
FRIENDS OF BlU W. GROUP
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S
DISCIPLING GROUP
1 P.M. - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

SINGL£ AGAIN GROUP

V. SONOMA STATE
7 P.M. '
Coussouus ARENA
X. 5012

2 - 3 : 1 5 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

POETRY IN MOTION

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

7 - 6 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

CSUSB CONCERT CHOIR &
CHAMBER SINGERS WITH CSUSB
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
WITH: DR. TAMARA HARSH AND DR. ROB DUNHAM
8:15P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL
X. 5859

Friday, 5
ECONOMIC FORECAST
BREAKFAST
7 A . M . - 3 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER
X. 5975

6 - 1 0 P.M.
STUDENT UNION PUB
X. 5943

Tuesday, 9
A.LP.A.C.A. ANTHROPOLOGY
CLUB
2 -3:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

LATINA WOMEN'S
EMPOWERMENT GROUP
4-5:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203
To place an event in the Calendar,
please send information to the
Student Union, C/0 Graphic Arts,
or call X. 3942

Wednesday, 10
SUPB NOON TIME BAND
12 NOON
STUDENT UNION COURTYARD
X. 5943

MECHA CLUB
12 NOON -1:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

WOMEN AND RELATIONSHIPS
1 - 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
^
X. 7203

COMPUTER BASICS OPEN FORUM
10 A.M. - 12 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

SELF-ESTEEM SUPPORT GROUP
11 A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOAWD RCOM
X. 7203

MAPS CHRISTMAS GATHERING
5 - 8:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION FIREPLACE LOUNGE

Saturday, 13

MEN'S WORKSHOP

CSUSB MEN'S BASKETBALL

3 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
X. 7204

V. SAN FRANCISCO STATE
7 P.M.
. CoussouLis ARENA
X. 5012

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP
5-6:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

THE GAY, LESBIAN, & BISEXUAL
CLUB
6 - 8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

Thursday, 11

Also:
Tuesday, 16
CSUSB MEN'S BASKETBALL
V. CAL STATE HAYWARD
7 P.M.
CoussouLis ARENA
X. 5012

Friday, 19

STRESS HEALTH COUNSELING

CSUSB WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

1 0 A.M. - 1 2 NOON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTT?Y CENTER
X. 7203

V. U.C. DAVIS
6 P.M.
Coussouus ARENA
X. 5012

CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL
1 - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

FRIENDS OF BILLW.
2 - 3 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

Saturday, 20
CSUSB WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
V. CAL STATE STANI&AUS
7 P.M.
Coussouus ARENA
X. 5012

MEN'S ISSUES SUPPORT GROUP
3-4P.M.
STUDENT UNICX^ BOARD ROOM
X. 7203

ALCOHOUCS ANONYMOUS
5-6:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNKDNBOARO ROOM

POETRY IN MOTION
7 - 8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOW?CE 8C ATJULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X. 7203

Prepared Courtesy of the

STUDENT UNION GRAPHIC ARTS

Friday, 12
DOMESTIC ABUSE CONFERENCE
8 A.M. - 1 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER
X. 5975

Sponsored Courtesy of the

STUDENT UNION

Paw Prints
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No Flu Shots Here

A Holiday Celebration In Music

The weather is changing, and the flu is starting to go around. If you
tried to get your flu immunization at the Health Center on campus lately
you were probably disappointed. They are no longer offering this ser
vice. The San Bernardino County Department of Public Health is still
immunizing this year, so don't delay. For more information on loca
tions and dates call (909) 383-3070.

The Cal State San Bernardino
Music Department starts this holi
day celebration Dec. I at 8:15 p.m.
with the CSUSB Jazz Ensemble
directed by Andy Cleaves. The
Serrano High School Jazz En
semble from Phelan will open the
show for the CSUSB group. "Take
the 'A* Train" and "My Romance"
will be included in the perfor
mance.
The Concert Choir, Chamber
Singers, and Chamber Orchestra
will celebrate the anniversaries of
Johannes
Brahms,
Felix
Mendelssohn,and Franz Schubert
on Dec. 3 at 8:15. Schubert's Mass
G, Mendelssohn's "Jauchzet dem

—Laura Hall

Great Gifts for Everyone
All students, staff, and faculty,
are eligible to win a giant Christ
mas Stocking. A drawing will be
held on December 10,1997at4:00
p.m. Toenterpleasesignupinthe

Coyote Bookstore. 1\vo additional
names will be drawn for a $50
Shopping Spree and a telescope.
You need not be present to win.

A A^

—Alicia Johnson

hem alle Welt," and Brahm's motet
for choir and organ, "Las dich nur
nicht nichts dauren," Opus 30 will
be included in the performance.
Tamara Harsh and Rob Dunham
will conduct.
The Symphonic Band and Wind
Enisemble directed by Rob Dun
ham will begin at 8:15 on Dec 5.
"Fanfare, Ode and Festival," by
Bob Margolis and others will
charm your holiday musical ear
when the curtain rises. The newly
formed wind ensemble will be
joined by the Riverside Commu
nity College Wind Ensemble to
perform a piece by Vaghan Will
iams and others.

•••

The Inland Empire CSUSB
Symphonic Choir and San Bernar
dino Symphony will grace your
ears with John Rutter's "Gloria"
Dec. 7 in the Recital Hall. A work
by local composer John Browning,
"Three Carols," will also be a part
of the evening's excitement. The
ensemble, in its third season, is
directed by Tamara Harsh. The
concert will begin at 4:00 p.m.
The cost per concert, each of
which is held in the Recital Hall,
is $5 for general admission and $3
for students, CSUSB alumni, and
senior citizens. Please call the Cal
State music department at (909)
880-5859 for more information.

—Alicia Johnson

It's Not Too Late LAW SCHOOL
Apply now for Spring OPEN HOUSE
Graduate Programs
Masters in Counseling Psychoiogy
• Emphasis In
Mcrrioge, Family, and Child Therapy
• Full-time or Part-time programs available
• Evening courses
• Practicum based
• Riverside and Palm Desert locations

Masters in Education
Evening Programs available in:
• Teaching
• Special Education
• Reading
• Sport Leadership
• CLAD
• Multiple and Single
• Ed Tech
Subject Credentials

Masters In Business Administration
• 18-month program
• Every other Friday evening and Saturday

Visit Western State University
College of Law in Fullerton
to consider the possibility
of a legal education.
Please join us to:
• Participate in a "real" law class.
• Get information on admission requirements,
the cost of a law school education and
financing options.
• Learn more about legal careers and current
trends in law.
• Meet members of our full-time faculty.

Sunday, December 7 • 10:00 a.m. - Noon
Thursday, December tl • 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Reserve your space today by calling:
(714) 738-1000 X 2200
1111 North State College Blvd. • Fullerton
Accredited by the Committee of Bar Examiners of the State Bar of
California and the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

California Baptist College

Call (909) 343 - 4249

WESTERN STATE •
COLLEGE OF LAW ^

Toys for a %•
Free Ride
The U.S. Marine Corps is col
lecting toys for needy Southland
children to be distributed before
Christmas. Six Flags Magic
Mountain has joined forces with
NBC 4, KLOS radio, and the Ma
rines for the 13ih annual Toys for
Tots drive. Anyone who brings an
unwrapped toy valued at $10 or
more to Sixth Flags Magic Moun
tain December 6,7, 13, & 14 will
be admitted free. On air person
alities will also be present on the
collection dates to meet park
guests and sign autographs. For
more information call (818) 3675965 or (805) 255-4111.

— Laura Hall

Response
~ cont. from page 1 / ~
guistically biased. I said the same
thing when I took the GRE, GMAT
and LSAT. But, I accepted them
as necessary requirements toovercome. Assessing one's knowledge
and predicting their success has
been a constantly evolving chal
lenge of our educational leaders.
Tests are always being changed.
Become a psychometrist so you
can change the way standardized
exams are designed and con
structed. Change from within!
God placed us on this planet for
a reason. Put away that chip on
your shoulder and be constructive
with your skills. Anyone can pub
licly cry out and protest. Expos
ing yourself by blaming others
seems to be your only life goal.
Prove me wrong.
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Trail Riding for Pleasure
Behind the Badge Safe
By Laura Hail
Compiled by Cher! Dixon
Executive Editor

Following are some excerpts from the campus po
lice log for the last two weeks.
Nov. 20:
Skaters, who were also dorm residents, were advised that
they canT use the commons quad area for skating.
Nov. 21:
A campus photographer, carrying an armload of camera
bags, fell down a 20-foot concrete staircase in the Pfau Li
brary. He was transported with an appa^tly sprain^ ankle
to St. Bemardine's hospital.
Nov. 21:
A female student had her financial aid check stolen, her
signature forged, and the check spent.
Nov. 21:
A three-year-old boy pulled the fire alarm on the third
floor of the Pfau Library. The child and his parent disap
peared while the alarm was being reset.
Nov. 21:

A student was arrested for having a loaded gun in the
front of his vehicle. The student claimed the gun belonged
to his employer.
Nov. 24:
A semiconscious malestudent was found lying in the grass
beside Jack Brown Hall. Because the man's limbs were
contorted in an abnormal fashion, observers thought at first
he was under the influence of drugs, paramedics deter
mined that the student was suffering a diabetic reaction.
Nov. 24:
A truck was discovered in the parking lot with multiple
temporary handicap permits displayed. Closer observation
revealed some of the permits to be altered. A female stu
dent had been lying to get the necessary permits, and then
changing the dates on the permits. The vehicle was cited.
Nov. 26:
A student attempted to steal "A Guide to America's Top
internships" from the Pfau Library. Sensormatics alerted
library staff to the attempted petty theft, and the book was
found hidden in the student's backpack. The student had
off the book cover. The student is not being prosecuted,
but is being billed for the cost of the damaged book.
Nov. 26:
When a female student left swimming class, she found
that her clothing had disappeared. Both her backpack and
her jeans were missing from her locker.

Design Editor

Have you been getting bored
bicycling around the same streets
and the same neighborhoods week
after week? Are you ready for a
solution that will take you away
from the monotonous asphalt you
ride over? Instead of the hustle and
bustle of the street traffic, envision
a dirt trail meandering through an
open field. To picture yourself in
this rugged Southern California
setting is to take your bicycling one
step further—to off-road mountain
biking.
Besides the aesthetics of offroad mountain biking, or trail
riding, the personal accomplish
ment, you will achieve when you
ride in new and unusual places, is
rewarding. Once you make this
commitment to try mountain bik
ing, you will need to find a loca
tion, and understand a few safety
tips.
"Bicycling is such a natural
high," says Willie Rodriguez of
White's Bike Shop in Moreno Val
ley, "if 1 could bottle it up and sell
it, I would be the richest man in
the world." Rodriguez rides daily,
and sometimes rides from his Lake
Matthew residence to work in
Moreno Valley. Trail riding be
tween the two locations is part of
the advantage of riding to and from
work. The extensive open spaces
are favorable spots to off-road ride.
This natural high is a result of
the sense of accomplishment after
a challenging ride. The trail offers
you a situation vastly different
from a street. The situation places
you in a position to ride on nu
merous types of terrain. Or the
location may be unknown or un
familiar to you, making your ride
exciting and unique. Yet each time
you ride, you are rewarded with the
knowledge that you completed a
trail that was distinct from any
paved surface.
"You can utilize the full capa
bilities of your bike if you use trails
versus streets," states Michael
Caley, a cyclist since he was five,
and an avid mountain biker for the
past three years. When you change
styles of riding, you explore per
sonal accomplishment of getting
more out of yourself and your bike.
You also gain skill and confidence

Blazing Trails by Bicycle

when you learn new bicycle tech
niques.
Personal accomplishment com
bines with a sense of play when
you give trail riding a chance. As
Caley exclaims, "Once you've
found a trail, it's all in the fun...
useable, safe, overall variety, the
challenge, make trails my favorite
place to ride."
To find trails that fit Rodriguez
and Caley's description, you want
to be on a constant look-out for
fields and mountains that have
paths or walkways. Caley recom
mends what he did when he moved
to the area two years ago, "The
Thomas guide. I found a park and
went to check it out, I also drove
around in out of the way places to
scout out new trails.
"Go to the bike shop in your
town and ask questions. Another
option is going to the parks and
recreation center for trail informa
tion." If these measures do not
prove to uncover many trail op
tions, Caley says, "Magazines also
offer information numbers to call
for mountain biking trails in your
area. Or phone organizations like
ABA [American Bicycling Asso
ciation] or NBL [National Bicy
cling League] for trail listings."
Even quicker results for finding
the best trails come from speaking
with other mountain bikers. Caley
advises: "Network yourself; talk to
other riders; talk to bicycle shop
workers." This provides reliable
information from people who are
familiar with the terrain and the
area.
Some of the best trails in Southem California, Caley declares, are:
"hard dry surfaces, sub-desert ter
rain, secluded areas, rocky trails
with a good variety of climbs,
downhills, switchbacks, jumps,
turns... I get bored on fire-roads
and service-roads, they are bor
ing." However, for the novice
mountain biker, these are a good
place to begin.
While experiencing trail riding
for the beginning mountain biker
is a thrill, do not forget safety pre
cautions that apply to all riders.
.Watch where you are riding. If an
area is marked "no trespassing,"
find another trail. Know the ter

rain and the course you are taking.
If you go out alone, tell someone
where you are going and your ex
pected return time.
"Never ride above your capabili
ties," insists David Dennick, a sea
soned mountain biker. "Don't ride
a trail you can't handle... If you're
a new biker stick to simpler paths.
Don't go down inclines you can't
control your bike on."
"Wear pants, too, if you can,
because of all the thistle and
growth on these trails. They will
protect your legs," adds E)ennick.
Taking basic supplies when go
ing out on a trail provides a safer
environment for the rider. Water
needs to be included, even on
shorter rides, because conditions
are sometimes rough and their is
no place to stop for a big gulp.
Caley takes a light backpack on his
rides containing: "water, a knife,
first aid kit, and... some Allen
wrenches for quick trail-side ad
justments." Other items that are
useful include a tire pump and tire
repair kit. These can be purchased
at a bike shop, and secured to your
bike frame, or behind the seat, so
they are present if you ever need
them.
No matter what you take with
you on a ride, do not forget to take
along your common sense. Trails
offer a range of unique ^tuations.
"While riding on a narrow path
that was almost overgrown, I heard
a rattlesnake... I peddled faster so
that if it struck out to bite it would
not have a good chance to get me,"
remembers Rodriguez.
Other hidden dangers lurk on
trails. Choosing a course that is
well maintained and more open
encourages safety. Trail visibility
factors into fostering good riding
conditions.
Mountain biking is a rewarding
experience. If you ride for sport
or pleasure, you will gain a sense
of accomplishment and fulfill
ment. Explore to find a trail that
suits your needs. When you find
that trail practice these safety pre
cautions. Once you begin moun
tain biking I hope you, too, expe
rience the exhilarating natural high
that accompanies trail riding.
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Samurai Cinema is
Coming Your Way
by Corlna Borsuk
Chronicle Staff Writer

Ninja Scroll© Mangamerica

Get Bent
By Margaret Gholston
Chronicle Staff Writer
Making his silver-screen direc
torial debut of the inter-national hit
play, Bent, broadway director Sean
Mathias masses a stellar cast but
fails to give them direction.
With a striking cast of namedroppers like Lothaire Bluteau
(Horst), Clive Owen (Max), Brian
Webber (Rudy), Sir Ian McKellen
(Uncle Freddie), and Mick Jagger
(Greta) who have received numer
ous film and play awards for act
ing, the movie was off to a promi
nent start. But as the movie pro
gressed, I began to realize that the
movie had peaked within the first
15 minutes.
The disappointment with this
movie stems from the lack of de
velopment in the characters. I felt
nothing for any of them, except
Rudy who I pitied because he was
so naive and dumb. Fellow mov

iegoer, Mitchell Underwood,
shared his theory on why the film
wasn't up to par, "Movies are sup
posed to make you feel something,
whether it is fear, happiness, ado
lescence, tension, suspense, or
whatever! This movie just doesn't
do that."
Mathias' lack of direction in the
development of his film characters
was accompanied by a more prom
ising aspect of the movie^the lav
ish imagery of Berlin's nightlife in
the first scene. That imagery se
duces the audience's mind as the
movie is born onto the screen.
Eyes pop and mouths drop as at
tractive affairs and open orgies
burst from the screen into the sur
rounding theater. People frolicked
and fornicated, played and per
formed in copious costumes and
marvelous makeup.
It is understood that when a sub
ject is translated into film it loses

~ see Bent page 17 -

"Ninja Scroll" is a film in the
anime samurai tradition. It con
tains epic sword battles and mar
tial arts skills that defy reality.
Along with the usual samurai and
ninja battles, "Ninja Scroll" has
strong supernatural underpinnings
that are reminiscent of some films
about medieval Europe.
In fact, the historical context of
"Ninja Scroll" places it during
Japan's Tokugawa Era (16001868). This period was one of
Japan's longest lasting examples of
the feudal system. The shogun was
like the king and the samurai were
equivalent to medieval knights.
The film uses this historical set
ting, but adds quite a few elements
of its own. Besides imbuing the
ninja with near mystical abilities,
Ninja Scroll" supposes that there
is a secret history of Japan, one
filled with magic and evil. Con
nected to this secret history is a
dark figure attempting to over
throw the Tokugawa shogunate.
The ronin Jubei becomes in

Book
Review

volved in the battle against the
Eight Devils, evil ninja warriors
sent by the "Shogun of the Dark."
(Note: A ronin is a masterless
samurai. Normally, a samurai
worked for a noble, much as
knights in medieval Europe.)
Eventually, Jubei is joined in his
fight by Kagero, the last of her
ninja clan, who is sworn to protect
the shogun.
Although Kagero is beautiful
and respected by her fellow war
riors for her abilities, she is also
feared. She hides a dark secret, as
Jubei soon learns. That secret is
both her greatest strength and her
greatest curse.
What would any good sword
and sorcery epic be without a little
romance and "Ninja Scroll" is
aware of that. The budding ro
mance between Jubei and Kagero
is made all the more interesting by
Kagero's curse. Another nice
touch is that Kagero isn't the help
less sort. In fact, one of the rea
sons the two heroes work so well
together is that Kagero can take
care of herself.
The film can get confusing at
times with all of the political in

trigue and references to Japanese
history, both real and fictional.
However, even if most of that goes
over your head, the film is still
enjoyable. There is enough action
and excitement to keep up the pace
even if the motivations behind it
are less than clear.
The final battle between Jubei
and the "Shogun of the Dark" is
intense and mostly beyond belief.
That doesn't stop it from being ut
terly engrossing, like all of the
battles along the way. In fact, for
fans of action films, this definitely
fills the bill.
The animation is superbly done
and beautifully captures the fluid
motions of the combatants during
battle and the more subtle emo
tions of the characters as well. The
look of "Ninja Scroll" is rather
dark, but it fits well with the over
all tone of the film.
In the end, "Ninja Scroll" is an
epic battle of good versus evil. The
difference is that the outcome is
not always certain and is sadly sur
prising. "Ninja Scroll" does con
tain graphic violence and sexual

~ see Samurai page 20-

The Maria Paradox

By Stephonle Bemal
Chronicle Staff Writer
Some Latinas may find that
their cultural traditions do not
easily dovetail with the presentday North American expecta
tions regarding careers, rela
tionships, and self-respect.
In "The Maria Paradox"
New York psychotherapists
Rosa Maria Oil and Carmen
Inoa Vazquez analyze and cri
tique the traditional Latino con
cept of the ideal woman as be
ing a submissive, self-sacrific
ing wife and mother.
Known as marianismo, this
concept is the counterpart of
machismo, which is the ideal
ized Latino concept of the male
as -being extremely dominant
and aggressive. Gil and

'The Maria Paradox: How Latinas Can Merge OldWorld Traditions with NeW World Self-Esteem" by
Rosa Maria Gil, D.S.W. and Carmen Inoa Vazquez,
Ph.D. (New York: Perigee Books, 1996) 266 pp., $14.
Vazquez teach the reader how
Latinas can still embrace tradi
tion without having to accept the
outdated beliefs that keep them
from obtaining the self-respect
and personal enrichment that
they are entitled to.
"If you're smart, you'll weave
together traditional Hispanic
values such as familismo and
simpatia with self-reliance and
self-respect to create a whole
new fabric whereby you enlist
the support of your friends and
loved ones in achieving your
goals—for the betterment of ev
eryone," they write.
. .
Gil and Vazquez divide the
book into chapters that address

separate marianista beliefs, which
include the following: "Do Not Be
Single, Self Supporting, or Inde
pendent-Minded," "Do Not Be
Unhappy With Your Man, No
Matter What He Does to You," and
"Do Not Forget That Sex is for
Making Babies—Not for Plea
sure." (Do any of these beliefs
sound familiar to any of you out
there?). The authors recall per
sonal experiences from their
Latina clients in order to show
how they gain their self-confi
dence and challenge these beliefs.
The authors' approach at pre
senting these personal anecdotes

" see Maria page 16 -
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The Art of the Death
By Frances Williams
Chronicle Staff Writer

TM And © 1997 Fox and its related entities. All rights reserved. Any reproduction,
duplication, or distribution in any form is expressly prohibited.

A Delightful Animation of History
By Lauren Algollar *
Cttronlcie Staff Writer
Awesome music, detailed
computer animation and inter
esting and funny characters are
all criteria for a blockbuster
Disney animation movie, but
this time it's not Disney.
Anastasia, 20th Century
Fox's new animated feature, is
definitely something to see. As
a total Disney fan, I've seen
every Disney animated feature,
and this is the first non-Disney
animated feature I've liked
since An American Tale.
Anastasia is a story about the
missing Russian princess after
the Russian Revolution. The
story takes you through her
search to find out her identity
and in the process she finds

love. The whole story is brought
to life through its characters. Meg
Ryan, who is the voice of
Anastasia, does a superb job and
John Cusack also brings his per
sonality as the voice of Dimitri.
Some of the other stars that lent
vocal talents include Angela
Lansbury, Christopher Lloyd, and
Bemadette Peters.
The beginning of the movie im
mediately draws you in visually
with its detailed 3D animation of
the Russian palace, then later with
scenes of St. Petersburg and Paris.
If you look carefully, you can see
a difference between this and
Disney's animation, but the differ
ence is so small that once you're
watching and listening, you can't
tell.
Unlike some of the recent ani

mated features, Anastasia, is
one that you can definitely
bring your child to, and not
have to worry about excessive
violence or adult influences.
However, this is not a movie
that you would bring your son
to.
As good as this movie is, this
movie is definitely a girl movie.
There's not much action, and
the bad guy is not as played up,
like in Disney features. This is
very much like an animated ro
mantic comedy. What do you
expect from Meg Ryan?
Anastasia is definitely a must
see for all you moms and
daughters;1 guess you dads and
sons will have to go see
Flubber.
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To honor the Day of the Dead,
special invitations were sent to art
ists around the world to be a part
of the exhibit held at Western New
Mexico University in Silver City,
New Mexico.
Featured artists were CSUSB
Professor Joseph R. Moran, and
his printmaking graduated students
Nancy Nga Nguyen and Rafael
Garcia. "It was a great honor to
participate.... The use of written
and visual images dealing with
social decay, self-criticism, visual
puns, satire and irreverence were
present in this performance. The
use of the 'calaveras' (skulls) re
lates to the living-dead, we the

human race," explained Morgan.
The exhibit opened Nov. 2, and ran
through Dec. 5.
Dia de Los Muertos is believed
to have its roots in pre-Azlec civi
lizations. Then, people believed it
was necessary to stay in the dead's
good graces, because they could
influence the world of the living.
When the Spanish conquistadors
arrived in Mexico, they tried to
stamp out Dia de Los Muertos,
viewing it as pagan and un
christian. But the ancient tribal
ritual honoring those died in battle,
sacrifice or childbirth, eventually
merged with the Roman Catholic
observance of All
Saints' Day and All Souls' Day,
a fusion of culture and religion."

Ptiotojournolism Art
By Frances Williams
Chronicle Staff Writer
Art: The use or employment of
things to answer some special
purpose,...the fine arts collectively,
that is, those that appeal to the taste
or sense of beauty.
Journalism: The occupation of
conducting a news medium; a type
(photography) ideally character
ized by objectivity, but,sometimes
to appeal to current public taste.
As you can quickly see both
definitions contain the words "ap
peal to taste." One might first
think of a photojoumalist as some

one with a hearty soul in the
trenches with our fighting forces,
or at the scene of a riot or natural
disturbance, risking her life to get
that one picture that will bring the
Pulitzer prize home to rest on the
mantle. But this thought only cov
ers one facet of the profession of
photojournalism, and while getting
this prize-winning shot is an art
unto itself there are all the other
pictures that may not make the
front page but do bring the profes
sions into alignment.
For every artist that has tried to
capture the beauty of a sunset on a

- see Art page 20 -

Mario

- cont. from page 15 -

can help reduce the sense of isola
tion that a Latina can experience
when she faces pressure from her
family to conform to the 'old
ways'.
Although "The Maria Paradox"
is effective at presenting examples
from Latinas from different nation
alities, it could be more effective
if it represented women from a
wider social and economic back
ground. This book is written by
professionals generally about pro
fessionals; the clients include a
. medical school student, an archi
tect, and a computer programmer.
A common challenge to a Latina
is in gaining the necessary support

of their families in order to con
tinue their education; this is one
crucial area that "TTie Maria Para
dox" overlooks.
Overall, "The Maria Paradox"
(available at the Coyote Book
store) is a valuable source of sup
port since it addresses a subject
that is rarely discussed in the me
dia. In addition, it is interesting to
read a professional analysis of
Latino culture by Latina authors.
Furthermore, the book helps
Latinas deal with conflicts in a
constructive manner—it does not
bash Hispanic culture, yet offers a
revised version of what it means
to be a buena mujer.
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Did you make
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Death Can't Hold Her Back
By Lauren Algallar
Chronicle Staff Writer
As I walked toward the theater
at the Irvine Spectrum, tliere were
eight massive lines of people wait
ing to get tickets. As I stood there
in line with my cousins I t>egan to
get worried about getting tickets;
but not to worry, I got my ticket
and hurried into the already packed
theater to find a seat.
Gross, is the first word that pops
into mind when thinking about
"Alien Resurrection" The begin
ning credits show you this kind of
oozing flesh color surface moving
in and out. "What is that?" I asked,
with a cringe on my face. As gross
as it looked, I was intrigued to find
out what it was.
I've seen the entire Alien series,
and I've liked them all. especially
the second movie in the series,

Aliens. The third movie was okay,
but definitely not as good as the
first two. After the last one, I
wasn't sure they were going to
make another one, and then I had
my doubt as to how good another
Alien movie would be. But as soon
as I saw the previews, and read the
articles, I was hooked. So of
course, I was excited to see"Alien
Resurrection"
If you haven't seen the end of
the last movie, then it might be
difficult to understand parts of this
movie. Ellen Ripley, the heroine
of the Alien series died in the last
movie, but in "Alien Resurrec
tion," she and the alien are cloned
and brought back to life. Probably
the most interesting thing is that
this is a new kind of Ripley, as she
is called in the Alien series.
Through the cloning process this
Ripley is not quite the same. With

out giving away too much this
Ripley is stronger and more sen
sual with some interesting quirks.
The alien also has some new char
acteristics, but doesn't show it un
til almost the end of the movie.
This provides a surprising twist to
this already twisted movie.
Winona Ryder and Ron
Perlman, did an awesome job as
supporting actors. Ryder's charac
ter was the extremely humane one
as opposed to Perlman's hot-tem
pered, macho character. Both
characters not only added to the
plot, but added a little humor as
well.
If you're a fan of science fiction
movies and like the Alien series,
then this is definitely a movie to
see. Although I still like the se
quel "Aliens," the best, "Alien
Resurrection is a very close run
ner up.

Motley Crue Invades Son Bernardino
By Melissa Pinion-Whitt
Special to the Chronicle
Images of cult films, black
leather and lots of things that go
boom set the stage for a heavy re
turn of 80's rockers Motley Crue
at San Bernardino's Orange Pavil
ion.
Under the tour "Motley Crue vs.
The Earth," the vibe was slightly
different than in previous tours
with a montage of sensory over
load in the backdrop. Like angry
politicians backing widespread
nudity, the Crue look their stance
in front of images ranging from
scantily-clad women on Harleys to
climactic scenes from "A Clock
work Orange" and "Pulp Fiction."
There were familiar feelings
from the Crue of the 80's. Thou
sands of screaming fans cried out
at the onset of favorites such as
Same Old Situation", "Shout at the
Devil", and the heavily MTVplugged "Home Sweet Home."
The look was the same, apart
from a few extra body piercings
and bodyart. A top hat above the
jet black hair of guitarist Mick
Mars, black vinyl pants on singer
Vince Neil, and black leather
shorts on drummer Tommy Lee,

were the styles of the evening.
Bass player Nikki Sixx, under a
layer of black eye make-up,
sported one of the almost-forgot
ten "Shout at the Devil" shirts.
The industrial sound coming
from their new disc "Generation
Swine" came out in the ballad
"Glitter" with an effects-heavy
guitar solo by Mars.
Familiar
logos
from
McDonald's, Taco Bell and
Coldwell Bankers were splashed
across the screen behind the driv
ing beat of "Generation Swine."
But the pivotal point came with
the prelude to "Kickstart My
Heart," a song ironically from the
downward spiral of Cnie's origi
nal line-up with Neil several years
ago. Pre-song images were from
the popular heroin scene
from"Pulp Fiction" where John
Travolta jabs an adrenaline-filled
syringe into Uma Thurman's
breast plate. Opening guitar licks
were followed by numerous blasts
around the stage.
There was even some magic as
Lee, playing a techno drum solo
behind a white sheet, disappeared
along with the entire kit after be
ing lasered by a silver-clad astro
naut. Several explosions later, a
i1 '

.i,

J

remarkable switcheroo revealed
the spaceman to be Lee.
Momentarily departing from the
mayhem was Lee's piano-filled
homage to his son, Brandon.
Heartfelt images of Lee with his
wife Pamela and newborn son
were draped behind the drummer
who pounded out chords straight
on into the ballad "Home Sweet
Home."
Rounding out the night were
somewhat promising words from
Lee who said that anyone who
doubts the comeback of Motley
Crue, "F%$# you, because Vince
is back."

Bent
- cent from page 16 part of its value; that is in
evitable. This is when dam
age control becomes the
director's main concern.
However, it seems Mathias
took it for granted that the
story was a hit as a play and
therefore would be a hit as
a movie. And when that
happens, the movie be
comes a piece of crap.
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forecast
Taonii
April 20 - May 20
Don't be so stuWwm with loved ones this
month; let your good side shine through.
Be gentle with people like you are with
pets.

5aiiiiii

May 21 - June 21
Quit neglecting your health, you aren't
invincible. You will sparkle on New
Year's Eve. Watch out for tall, dark, and

(aiittr
June 22 - July 22
Things are looking up for you financially.
Start a savings plan now for Spring Break
next quarter. Money, music and romance
[{Q

are headed your way.
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CfDuwcMd by Lauien Algallar

July 23 - August 22
You are not communicating what's really
in your heart. Try a Hallmark*^ card
instead of conversation, and really nice

Vitgi,
August 23 - September 22
Stop Judging others by your standards.
They may not have the same life
experiences that gave you your wonderful
outlook and charisma.

%f
I?
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September 23 - October 23
Don't stay mad; it's not like you. You're
working too hard and you resent it. Spend
more time at the malt, even if you're Just
window shopping.

ANNUAL EDUCATION JOB FAIR
hosted by

October 24 - November 21
It's drama and pathos time again!
Anyone diat would put up with it must
love you, so cut them some slack! Go
without lunch to save up for big presents.

• November 22 - December 21
All areas of your life are in an upswing,
including ymir Itealth. See what a little
commitment can do? Now if you could

SATURDAY, JANUARY 10,1998
12 NOON — 4 PM

(ipriOn

organize your bedroom!

December 22 - January 19
You're badly neglecting someone who
really loves you. Look for a small and
special something to enter your life in the
New Year.

A^iann
January 20 - February 18

STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER
Meet with representatives from more
than 60 school districts and discuss your
career options in the field of education.
The Career Center is located in UH-329
Phone: 909/880-5250 Fax: 909/880-7094
www.career.csusb.edu

OK so you're bwed. LtxA to the Arts to
infuse your life with excitement. Forget
*
about making big changes until you're
sure about what you want.
February 19 - March 20
Give gift certific^es to your favorite
restaurants for Christmas presents and
invite yourself'altmg. You've sat on the
sidelines too long. It's time to netwwki

Ariti
March 21 - April 19
How are you going to be in more than
one place at a time during the holidays?
Fettle love to see your smile; give
framed photos of yourself forChri^mas.
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With AT&T? Get AT&T Call OrganizeK FREE.
One phone. One bill. Two roommates. No math.
Live off campus? Get AT&T Call Organizer—FREE—just for being with AT&T. And we'll also give
you \0i a minute with AT&T Simple Ratesf
• AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more fights over the phone bill—use your personalized code
before you dial, and we'll tally your bill by roommate (up to 12 people per bill).
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• 10^ A MINUTE—AT&T Simple Rates—on long distance calls to anywhere in the U.S. from
7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25< a minute all other times.
AT&T^pte Rates is available to AT&T resKjential long disuoce subscribers, is sub]ect to billing availability and can't be combined with any other domestic savings ootions This plan
also offers ^ for o^typ« of calls on your main-billed account call for deUils. Enroll by 11/30/97. Plan is available until 12/31/97. If AT&T Simple Rates billing isn't available m your
area, youll be enrolled m ttie AT&T One Rke Plan.

Live off campus? Get I0< a minute and AT&T Call Organizer. FREE.
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New Look for Coyote Basketball
By Dennis Egizi
Distribution Manager

Photo by Cryitot Chatham

Forward Tarron Williams (44) drives past Momingside
College forward Robert Wotsen (52) during the second
quarter of Saturday's game.

Coyote Basketball is back! The
men's basketball team began a new
season in front of 815 spectaters
at Coussoulis Arena. The Coyotes
started off with a 77-72 victory
over CSU Stanislaus on Novem
ber 14. The team record is cur
rently 3-3. All six games have
been non-conference competi
tions.
Most recently, the Coyotes came
from behind to beat Momingside
College (95-91). The Coyotes put
on quit a show in this high scor
ing, fast paced game.
The Coyotes have a new look
this year. There have been several
changes from last season's team,
lite men's team has a new coach
ing staff, as well as many new
players.
Head coach Larry Reynolds is
excited about the progress of his
new team. In his first year as

Lady 'Votes Breeze Past Crusaders
By Dale Welsh
Ctironicle Staff Writer
The lady Coyotes basketball
team continued their winning ways
by downing an overmatched Point
Loma University team by the score
of 8052, to run their record to a
perfect 3-0 for the season.
From the lip-off the Coyotes
were in command by running out
to an early lead of 11-0. The run
was courtesy of a balanced scor
ing attack and a stingy team de
fense, that frustrated the crusaders
into a poor shooting performance.
The Crusaders who started the
game off I -12 from the field, shot
an ice cold 8-28 (28%) for the half,
helping to get the Coyotes transi
tion game cranked into high gear.
The scoring burst in the first half
for the' Coyotes was led by junior
center Jill Beckar's 12 points, and
was backed up superbly by senior
guard Sarah Hagman and junior
forward Blanca Loza, who scored
7 and 8 points respectively.
The Coyotes opened up a mar
gin of 26-11 with 5:36 remaining
after Beckar poured in 6 consecu
tive points for the 'Votes, giving
them their largest lead of the first
half. The Coyotes, who were

never seriously challenged in the a steal and a lay-up, then struck
first half, finished it off with adeep with her second 3 pt. hoop of the
3-pt. hoop from senior guard game to put the game out of reach.
Shelly Dungo, with 10 seconds
"Our physical play wore them
remaining, to give the Coyotes the down in the second half," said
Loza, referring to the 55-32 re
lead at 39-24.
"Our defense helped our offense bound advantage the Coyotes had
get on track. We were able to get over the Crusaders for the game.
out and run early, and that put them "Our rebounding and overall de
at a disadvantage from the start," fense set the tone for the game,"
said junior forward Becky Vail. she added.
The Lady Coyotes' next home
"The steals and the turnovers we
created gave us offensive oppor game will be against U.C. Davis
on Friday, Dec. 19th at Coussoulis
tunities we took advantage of."
The second half started slow for Arena. Tip-off will be at 7:00 p.m.
the Coyotes because the Crusad
ers came out firing. A quick hoop
by the Crusaders and a 3 pt. bas
~ cant, from page 16 -ket by Melinda McLean cut the
scenes. It is not recom
'Votes lead to 39-29 one minute
mended for younger chil
into the half. That was short-lived,
dren. "Ninja Scroll" is re
when the Coyotes went on a torrid.
leased by Manga Video. •
18-0 run, to build a 57-29 lead.
Check your local anime re
The barrage started off a Crusad
tailer for price and availabil
ers turnover that was"cashed in by
ity.
Vail, converting on a lay-up, after
Don't forget that I like to
a sweet pass from junior guard
hear from all you anime fans
Karen Maine.
out there, so send your com
After scoring 11 straight points
ments to me in care of the
of the run, it was the Shelly Dungo
Chronicle
or
e-mail
show. Dungo proceeded.to score
cborsuk@acme.csusb.edu.
the next 7 points on 2 free throws.

Samurai

coach, he has stressed hard work
and dedication on and off the bas
ketball court. He is no stranger to
coaching in the CCAA conference.
He coached at cross-town rival UC
Riverside for seventeen years,
where he was very successful. He
now coaches our men's team that
should be exciting and successful.
With only two returning players,
the team has battled with the in
consistency. They are still learn

ing the coaches' offensive scheme
and learning to play with each
other.
Coach Reynolds is very excited
about this season. "The games are
a lot of fun," said Reynolds. "The
Coyotes like to play a fast paced
game and have a very balanced
attack."
Coyote basketball is a fun team
to watch and all games are FREE
to CSUSB students.

Men's Basketball Schedule
Date(Day)

Opponent

COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME
Dec. 6 (S)
SAN FRANCISCO STATE
Dec. 13 (S)
CAL STATE HAYWARD
Dec. 16 CD
@ Westmont College
Dec. 30 CD
Jan.2-3(F-S) @ Seattle Pacific Toum. TB A
@ Azusa Pacific
Jan. 9 (F)
CALDWELL COLLEGE
^
Jan. 12 (M)
^Capitalized games are home games.

Time
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:(X) p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Aft

- cont. from page 16 canvas with oil, there is a photojoumalist next to her trying to
get it on film. When you see a
picture in the newspaper of chil
dren playing in the rain, you see
the result of an artist that was
thinking, "How can I make this
picture different and better than
any one else has done it?"
Given that almost anyone can
take a picture with the equip
ment available today, only an

Dancing

artist/photojournalist can make
a picture that will..."appeal to
the taste or sense of beauty."
Sometimes an artist can sit
down and paint a picture that
will survive the test of time and
sometimes it will just not come;
the same is true of the photojournalist. They both have the
two things needed to be cre
ative in their field, the soul and
the eye. The only difference is
the medium.

- cont from page 2 ~

many students. "Typhani Harris has been dancing for f9 years. She is
trained in Jazz, Ballet, Tap, Modem, and just recently African and Car
ibbean. Harris also teaches dance to children. UDC has given her the
opportunity to do what she does best. "Dance is my life," said Harris,
"and the ability to dance in front of a room full of people made it all the
more rewarding."

Successful

Faculty

- cont. from page 2 -

now controversial piece. "When
the students graduate, I can almost
see them take their relatives to take
pictures of the family in front of
the coyotes,"
Stephenson countered with
"Yes, but why so expensive?
Equipment's failing, and art
doesn't put anyone through col
lege."

- cont. from page 5 -His purpose, Ghazal told the
audience, was not to leave them the
same as when he walked in. He
advised everyone that each one of
them had the ability to earn at least
$100,000 a year that when multi
plied by 20 would give them an
idea of their worth. "Don't let any
one fool you. Your greatest asset,
not in a spiritual sense, is your in
come earning ability."
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It's a Small
World After All

Playing Gomes Online
By Jeonette Lee
Production Editor
"It's a small world after all."
About 100 years ago, it would
tiave taken a year or more to
contact someone on ttie other
side of the world. If you had
lived in Ireland long ago, you
would not know how your
loved ones had fared until al
most a year or more had passed.
Today, you can instantly con
tact your loved ones. Tele
graph, telephone and now the
Internet, the cost is now almost
negligible and communication
is virtually instantaneous.
Beyond communicating with
loved ones and meeting pos
sible partners and others, the
Internet has become a virtual
world where you can play
games with someone in another
part of the world.
Games have now evolved
way beyond checkers. Games
have become so complex that
people can play for months, and
still not be done.
Games have evolved to be
come virtual worlds. Games
such as Monopoly have become
a game that can be played with
not just your best pal, but with
acquaintances in the far reaches
of the world.
The online gaming market is
still largely untapped. There
aren't many companies that
have decided k) become cre
ators and servers of online
games.
Evolutionary gaming compa
nies, such as Blizzard, have cre
ated a new standard for online
games. They have created
wildly popular games, and have
created a new frontier for
gamers to conquer. No longer
do players have to compete just
with the computer, they can
find someone to play against al
most anytime of the day and in
almost any part of the world.
Many of these online games
are currently strategies, firstperson shooters, and rpgs (role-

playing games.) Some of these
games are Warcraft II, Diablo,
Ultima Online, Duke-Nukem,
Quake, Command and Con
quer, just to name a few.
Some of these games can be
played for free if you don't
count your Internet Service
Provider's charges. Diablo is
a game that has been created by
Blizzard, a software company
that has been making its games
multi-player compatible. No
more of just beating the com
puter and throwing the game in
the corner when you're done.
Blizzard created the megapopular hit Warcraft. They
continued the saga with
Warcraft II and Beyond the
Portal. Blizzard diverged from
creating Warcraft games to pro
duce Diablo. With this run
away hit. Blizzard also created
a special service for players to
play for free online with other
people.
This online service penned as
Battle.net, has created a new
standard for online gaming.
Besides Batlle.net other com
panies such as TEN have cre
ated for pay services to play
online games such as Doom.
Beyond Diablo, the longawaited Ultima Online struck
gamers with a vengeance. A
world was created that would
virtually mirror the real world
in economics, death, poverty,
and the like. Unlike previous
games, when the last player
left, the world would no longer
exist as it once did. It costs
$9.95 F>er a month to play in ad
dition to your monthly Internet
service charges.
In Britannia, the world in Ul
tima Online, the world would
continuously evolve till the end
of time or until a better game
comes up or until Origin's (the
creators of Ultima Online)
servers all are taken offline.
As online gaming evolves, it
becomes more of the "virtual
world" that is rapidly approach
ing.

Lost In the Horizon? Find
Your Way In the Info Den
By Les Kong
Special to ttie Chronicle
Puzzled by the ins and outs of
the Library's new online catalog,
HORIZON? Users can now visit
the Info Den, located on the fifth
floor of the Library Addition, PL5055, for drop-in workshops on the
best ways to navigate the system.
These workshops, conducted by
reference staff, will provide basic
instruction in the search techniques
of HORIZON, as well as instruc
tion in the popular Lexis-Nexis and
Dow Jones New Retrieval sys

tems. Drop-in workshops are be
ing offered in the Info Den instruc
tion room (PL-5005M) once a day
every weekday.
What is the Info Den? The Info
Den is an area where more assis
tance on library research databases
is provided. There are eight work
stations which allow access to the
Internet as well as a variety of elec
tronic information resources, in
cluding L^xis-Nexis and EBSCO
host. Other material available for
use in this area include educational
software, music compact discs and
taps, and the library software col

lection.
The Info Den is open Mondays
through Thursdays 1 p.m. to 6
p.m.; Fridays 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.; and
is closed on weekends during the
Fall Quarter. Current CSUSB Fac
ulty and staff as well as currently
enrolled CSUSB students are eli
gible to use the Info Den (campus
photo and current quarterly ID is
required.)
Questions concerning the poli
cies and use of the Info Den may
be directed to Les Kong at 8805111,
or
via email at:
lkong@wiley.csusb.edu

Student Union Corner
he CSUSB Student Union hosted the annual Association of
College Union International Region 15 Conference
November 13 - 15, 1997. Approximately 215 students and staff
were in attendance. Students attending seven education sessions
earned Student Leadership Certificates. The graphics and model
car competition drew lots of entries contributing to an exciting competition.
Steve Gipson placed 3rd in the MuIti-Color Flyer category; Heather Lott
and Evan Berry received an Honorable Mention for their entry in the
Miscellaneous category; Jay Wamplcr, CSUSB staff graphic artist, placed
2nd in the Brochure category. Steve, Evan, and Heather are employed by the
Student Union as student graphic artists. Way to go Steve, Evan, and Heather! I

T

he Student Union Operations/Main Desk has an opening for a Student
Management Information Systems person. Starting salary is $6.77.
Interested students ipay stop by the Student Union Main Desk and pick up an
application. For more information, please call x, 5940.

O

n November 17th, the Multi-Cultural Center completed another
successful program. The Native American Festival coordinated
by Yesenia Lopez included the Danz^a Azteca dancers, the Eagle Spirit
Dancers, lecturer Earl Sisto from UC Riverside and Pete Many Horses
who gave a lecture on the history of his tribe and performed the tribes
traditional dances. Over 200 students witnessed andenjoyed the event.
Look forward to many more cultural events in the future.

I

n honor of Women's History Month, Dr. Carol Gilligan, noted
developmental psychologist and educator, will be the keynote speaker at
Cal State's Second Annual Women's Research Conference. The topic will
be The Impact of Educational Systems on Female Development. The event
will be held on March 4, 1998 from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Physical Education
Building.

Classifieds

r)ccemher4. 1997
Free Cash Grants!
College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G15191.

The Covote Chronicle

SEIZED CARS from $175
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-15191 for
current listings.

Too Much Spare Time?
Too Little Spare Change?
National Marketing Co. seeks mo
tivated individuals for promotional
workonyourcoilegecampus. Call
Laurel (800) 592-2121 ext. 682.
*EXTRA INCOME '97*
Earn $200 - $500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For more infor
mation send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Seabreeze
Travel, P.O. Box 0188, Miami, FL
33261.

1"

Some people work in a big, fancy office.
Others can't wait to get out of the buiidmg.
If you're looking for a career in federal law enforcement, a career that offers tremendous
challenge, the (J-S-Border Patrol could be just what you're aftw,
Tb qualify, you'll need to meet all erf the following; • LI.S. citizenship • Pass written aim and
OTai interview • Pass a ba(%Dund investigation • Pass a drug test and a medical exam • Hold a
valid driver's license • Not have reached your 37th birthday at time of appointment • Haw 1war
of qualifying e)qierienoe (X a badielorb d^ee
If select you'll attend a rigorous 5-month training prc^ram (including Spanish langu^
classes). First duty locations are aloi^ the Southwest border. S^r&)gs^niki2C6
to with etceilentMaal Government benehts.
For the few who can meet this kind d challenge, diere's no better job in the world. To
apply call (912) 757-3001 Ext 190, any time, day or night, or apply on-line at
http://www.usajobs.opm.gov. Please enter 190. For more information, just
call (202) 616-1964.

Become a part of the Coyote
Chronicle. The following
positions will be available for
the Winter Quarter: Manag
ing Editor, Copy Editor,
Photo Editor, and Online
Editor. Contact Robin
iMrsen at 880-5818 or e-mail
rlarsen@wiley.csusb.edu for
more information.
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Coyote Chronicle Holds Comic Strip Contest
Open to alt i^^ojors

The Coyote Chronicle is offering a few minutes of
fame and glory, and a plethora of prizes, to the lucky
winners of our first annual Strip Contest. The rules
are simple: contestants must be registered CSUSB stu
dents, must enter 5 strips, and must be funny and
thought-provoking without violating good taste.
Winning strips will appear in future issues of the
Chronicle, and a first and second runner-up winner will
also be featured.
Strips must be received by January 9,1998 at 4 p.m.
Materials can be delivered to the Chronicle Office, UH
037, or the Chronicle Mailbox in the Communications
Department. Be sure to include a phone number.
The prizes to be awarded to the lucky winner(s) will
be announced in the upcoming issue.

INS is an equal of^rtunity en^ioyer.

u. S. B O R D E R P R T R O L
R Career Ulith Borders, But No Boundaries.

Tuskeegee
- cord, from page 8 ~

basis and is a member of a lo
the United States. During this cal tennis club. He is also presi
dent of a service club that works
time they completed the great
feats this fighting group is fa on the improvement of the
Crenshaw neighborhoods. The
mous for.
"We knew we were fighting "Tuskeegee Experiment",
for a great cause,"said Lumkin, which took place near the con
"and the success of the 332nd
clusion of the war, was well
was important to us, as welt as worth the wait.
the hope for a more equitable
situation when we came home."
The four squadrons numbered
about 10,000 soldiers. Lumkin
- cont. from page 1 is one of about 2,500 who are
still living.
Sources informed the
"The 'originals,' that's what Chronicle that the group call
they call us," laughed Lumkin. ing themselves the Associated
"That's just another way of say Scientists are being chaired by
ing we're old."
a non-tenure track faculty
Since Lumkin returned to member from Cal State
Los Angeles in 1944 he com
Northridge. Although there is
pleted a Masters Degree in So- no immediate evidence of po
cial Science at University of litical maneuvering by Gover
Southern California (USC) and nor Wilson's office, suspicion
married in 1947. Until 1972 he 'lingers. Although the Associ
worked for the County of Los ated Scientists may not be
Angeles and the Reserves. Fa aware of it, the "technical er
ther of four and grandfather of ror" and the filing of the appeal
six, he is now a real estate bro seem to be part of a well-or
ker. He works out on a daily chestrated event.-
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